
What's in YOUR Pockets? 
 

 

Once upon a time, long, long ago, I took an historic costume class at a small private college located in 

Southwest Virginia to satisfy the requirements for my merchandising major.  It was taught by our male 

librarian who was both knowledgeable as well as entertaining.  The time periods of our discussions 

ranged from topless women of ancient Egypt to the mini-skirted hipsters of the 1960s.  I remember 

having to watch a film about how fashions were cyclical and tended to repeat with variations on a 

theme.  According to the narrator of this film, the mini-skirt was a design that American women would 

never again allow themselves to be so abased by as to repeat.  Apparently, it was wishful thinking on 

his part because we have indeed allowed the mini-skirt, and worse, back into our fashion world. 

 

While I well recall many of the discussions we had, because the class really was an interesting one and 

one of my favorites, I don't recall exactly where or when pockets in clothing originated.  I'm sure if I 

took the time I could find the information on the Internet, or I could (finally) open that set of fashion 

books that were a Christmas present I just had to have several years ago.  Regardless of where or when 

they came on the scene, I for one am very grateful to their inventor.  Were it not for pockets, my day 

would be more chaotic than it already is. 

 

My love affair with pockets started many years ago.  When I was in high school I bought a flannel-

lined windbreaker jacket.  You know the type: it had the school logo on the upper left front.  I wore that 

jacket to school every day for three years.  Yes, even into the early summer at a time when there was no 

air conditioning in schools.  I went to high school long before backpacks were thought of and no upper 

classman would dare carry a book satchel like their elementary school counterparts.  Purses were out of 

the question as well, so the pockets of my jacket held everything I needed to survive school from day to 

day.  Then came the day when one of the pockets in my beloved jacket got a hole in it.  No problem! 

That meant that I had even more storage space in which to stash my things.  However, I did have to fish 

around in the lining on occasion in order to find what I was looking for, especially if it was money.  

Speaking of which, I definitely got my money's worth, or I should say my mom's money's worth, out of 

that jacket. 

 

These days I try to always wear a pair of pants that have pockets.  My ladies want me to put my cell 

phone around my neck when I'm out of the shop, but I figure putting it in one of my pant's pockets is 

close enough.  Throughout the day I put all kinds of things into the pockets of my pants for safe 

keeping.  At the end of the day I take all those things out.  On any given day I'm likely to find large 

colored paper clips that we put on our fabric bolts, rubber bands that came off of stock I checked in, 

pieces of paper with e-mail addresses of new visitors, fabric scraps, push pins (have to be careful with 

those), thread balls made from threads that I've picked up off the floor while walking through the shop 

or cleaning up a bolt of fabric, cough drops, tissues (unused of course), keys, buttons, notes for what to 

order or what needs to get done that day...get the picture? 

 

I've found that my pockets are also perfect for transporting cookies wrapped in a napkin from the 

kitchen to my desk to go with my afternoon tea because it's impossible to carry a cup of tea in one hand 

and my purple two-cup teapot in the other as well as the cookies.  Were it not for my pockets I would 

have to make two trips!  I guess I could count the extra trip as exercise, but while I know I really need 

that exercise I can't say as I'm all that anxious to indulge in it.  At that point in the day all I'm anxious to 

do is drink my tea and eat those cookies. 

 



One of my favorite times of the year is that transition between fall and winter when you have to pull 

out the coats, sweaters, and hoodies from the previous season.  That’s when I find “buried” treasure!  

Yes, buried in those pockets of my warm outerwear are all manner of marvelous things, some of which 

I’d been looking for for months.  I especially like finding change in my pockets, and a folded up dollar 

bill or two makes my heart race.  Just imagine the palpitations finding a ten dollar bill and especially a 

twenty dollar bill causes.   On those rare occasions you can forget the football…it’s shoppin’ time in 

Tennessee! 

 

What's in my pockets right this minute?  Well, in the left one there are five paper clips, a black hair 

scrunchie, and a list of patterns that I need to order.  In my right pocket there's a scrap of fabric, a 

rubber band, and my cell phone…kind of a light day really.  Of course, the day is not over and there's 

always the possibility that other “treasures” might end up making their way into, and eventually out of, 

my pockets.   

 

Despite what I said earlier about finding buried treasure in pockets of winter coats, the one thing that 

rarely makes it into my pockets, but always out of them, is money…truth be known.  I think I could 

turn that predicament into a riddle without much trouble...What rarely goes into your pockets with great 

difficulty when it does, but is always removed with great ease?  Think I should quit my day job and 

become a riddle writer?  Okay, okay…but at least give me an ‘E’ for my effort. 

 

You know that question that often gets ask that goes something like, “If you were marooned on a 

deserted island, what three things would you have to have in order to survive?”  I'd have to list pockets 

as one of my three things because where else would I put all those seashells and great finds that I 

discovered along the beach?  I've pretty much decided that as long as I have pockets I'll be better 

organized and less likely to lose some of the more important items in my life... at least until I take them 

out of my pockets at the end of the day and put them somewhere for safekeeping.  Yes, safekeeping is 

the operative word in that last sentence and tends to be a place that I cannot find later when I 

desperately need to.  Maybe taking things out of my pockets isn’t such a great idea after all… 
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